“Tribal Challenge”
SJV Drama Club
Dance Script
Entrance and Meeting
Both tribes rise from crouch during drum beats.

Diamond: 4 steps forwards in line
Blood Moon: Outermost (1 step), next two (2 step), Leader (3 step)
1)

Weapon arm front

2) Shield front

3)

Weapon arm up & out

4) Shield up and out (War Cry!)

First Challenges
1) Hold shield out

2) Weapon arm out

3) Show shield above head

4) Step forward, dropping weapon arm and shield

1) Weapon arm out

2) Kneel on left knee

3) Jump up, weapon arm down

4) Hold shield out

1) Step forward, shield out

2) Feet together, weapon arm and shield out

3) Show shield above head

4) Step forward, dropping weapon arm and shield

1) Turn and brush shoulder (twice)

2) Shield high ,weapon arm down

3) Step forward, shield raised

4) Back to back, shield up, weapon arm bent

1) Weapon arm down

2) Shield out

3) Lunge forward (Left leg)

4) Weapon arm over head

1) Weapon arm out

2) Hold shield out

3) Back to back, weapon arm bent

4) Lunge forward (Right leg), shield out

Celebration
Jog in circle.

Blood Moon: clockwise
Diamond: Anticlockwise

Weapon arm up into centre of circle. Jog in opposite direction.

1)

Shield held out from centre

2) Shield pulled back in

3) and 4) Move back into line-up for Challenges.

Second Challenges
1) Hold shield out

2) Weapon arm out

3) Show shield above head

4) Step forward, dropping weapon arm and shield

1) Weapon arm out

2) Kneel on left knee

3) Jump up, weapon arm down

4) Hold shield out

1) Step forward, shield out

2) Feet together, weapon arm and shield out

3) Show shield above head

4) Step forward, dropping weapon arm and shield

1) Turn and brush shoulder (twice)

2) Shield high ,weapon arm down

3) Step forward, shield raised

4) Back to back, shield up, weapon arm bent

1) Weapon arm down

2) Shield out

3) Lunge forward (Left leg)

4) Weapon arm over head

1) Weapon arm out

2) Hold shield out

3) Back to back, weapon arm bent

4) Lunge forward (Right leg), shield out

Celebration
Jog in circle.

Blood Moon: clockwise
Diamond: Anticlockwise

Weapon arm up into centre of circle. Jog in opposite direction.

1)

Shield held out from centre

2) Shield pulled back in

3) and 4) Move back into line-up for Challenges.

Greeting and Exit
1) and 2) Leaders only - 2 steps to meet in centre
3) Leaders touch shield to shield
1)

4) Leaders clasp weapon hands together

and 2) Rest of tribe - 2 steps to meet in centre (one Blood Moon member to stand
behind leader.)

3) Touch shield to shield

4) Clasp weapon hands together.

1)

Turn to face original side of stage

2),3) and 4)

Walk slowly off to side of stage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QhIs1k8yuPU
This is a web link to a You Tube site, playing a recording of the music that we have used for
our dance performance (“Apache” by The Shadows).
The clip only displays a still image of the band during the song, but please be aware that
You Tube is a vast video and music resource containing many words and images that some
parents may deem unsuitable for young children.
Please exercise caution when allowing your children to access the Internet, and ensure
they know what to do if they encounter inappropriate or disturbing material.

